This paper describes the automatized excavating system that was developed for excavating ditches for drain. This system we developed is composed of two subsystems, an automatic surface finishing system and a laser guide system. The controller calculates the position of the bucket-tip by using the information of the laser position and joint angle sensors. Then each proportional solenoid valve is controlled so that the bucket-tip position follows the desired depth. Therefore, automatic finishing can be realized just by pushing a start button.

Through the field tests, it was proved that this system was able to improve work efficiency, to reduce labors, and to improve accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, in the construction industry, the development of automatization and robotization were carried out in order to solve the serious problems such as the shortage of skilled labors, the stagnancy of the labor productivity, and the frequent occurrence of labor accident. However, at the earth works, conventional construction machines are still used with labors.

A skilled operator and a lot of labors are necessary for excavating and finishing ditches by an excavator. But it has become difficult to employ enough labors because of harsh work environment. To accomplish planned works, the development of a new excavator system which is possible to reduce labors and to be operated by an unskilled man, is urgent.

In order to meet these needs, we developed the new construction system, in which a laser guide system and an automatic surface finishing system are added to the standard excavator. This paper reports on the outline of this system, the results of field test, and a comparison with the conventional method.

2. THE CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT

2.1 PROBLEMS OF THE CONVENTIONAL METHOD

At first, the works of excavating of ditches are done by measurement at the previous day and setting finishing-stakes which is a basis of excavation depth. In excavation works, an assistant labor checks a depth based on finishing-stakes, and teaches its result to the operator in the excavator. And then the operator excavates ditches to the desired depth. By repeating these, they excavate and finish it. After finishing of excavation from a manhole to a manhole, the measurement work and setting finishing-stakes in the ditch are done once again. The finishing-stakes become the standard position and height of laying a drainpipe. And then, the excavator places crushed stones in the ditch, and a few labors average basing on...
the finishing-stakes, tighten up with tamping machine, and finish a ditch evenly. These works need a lot of hands. And also, it is necessary to finish accurately with the inclination (generally 1%) for the drainpipe, so accurate finishing of ditches is one of the very difficult works even with a skilled operator.

2.2 OBJECT OF THE AUTOMATIZATION

To solve above problems, this new system introduces laser guide to make reduction of measurement works and to make assistant members unnecessary. The new system aims that it is possible to finish only by pushing one button even with an unskilled operator. Moreover, it aims to develop the new method that is able to finish crushed stones every stroke with the excavator.

The process of laying the drainpipe is shown as follows.
1) Measurement and setting finishing-stakes
2) Excavating
3) Finishing
4) Placing crushed stones and finishing
5) Tamping
6) Laying a drainpipe

In this system, the object works are limited from 1) to 4) by using the excavator. 5) and 6) works are excepted because the other machines are used in these works.

3. SYSTEM

3.1 SYSTEM OUTLINE

Automatic excavation system is shown in Fig.1 and the system scheme is shown...
in Fig. 2. This system is composed of a rotating laser transmitter which projects laser beam to indicate a desired surface, and the excavator, on which a laser beam receiver, angle sensors, an operation display, a controller and proportional solenoid valves are equipped.

The position of laser beam is detected by laser receiver, and the height information of the excavator body is calculated, and sent to the automatic surface finishing system. In the automatic surface finishing system, with the height information and each sensor's information, a distance from the desired surface to the bucket-tip position is calculated, and is sent as a signal to each proportional solenoid valve to follow the desired trajectory, and each hydraulic cylinder is controlled automatically. In using this system,

1) With the laser system, assistant members are reduced, because the excavation is done without setting finishing-stakes, and the finishing of crushed stones which was done by labors in the conventional method, is done with the excavator.

2) With the automatic surface finishing system, even an unskilled operator can finish accurately.

3.2 AUTOMATIC SURFACE FINISHING SYSTEM

In this system, the starting point for finishing is positioned by manual operation at first, and the excavator automatically finishes a slope gradient which is given by laser plane, move straight line by pushing only one button. This automatic excavator has three angle sensors detecting angle of each joint, and inclinometer detecting the inclination of the body.

The excavator doesn't have a good response like an industrial robot, and also the response of each degree of freedom is very different. So using feedback only of each degree of freedom like an industrial robot can't achieve the desired accuracy. Then we always compute the position of a bucket-tip from the sensors, and compare it with a desired trajectory, and using feedback this result controls each valve.
The coordinate system is shown in Fig.3. And the position of bucket-tip is as follows.

\[ y = l_1 \cos \theta_1 + l_2 \cos \theta_2 + l_3 \cos \theta_3 \]  
\[ \theta_1' = \theta_1 + \theta_v - \alpha \]  
\[ \theta_2' = \theta_1' + \theta_2 \]  
\[ \theta_3' = \theta_2' + \theta_3 \]  

\( \theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3 \): Angle of each joint  
\( l_1, l_2, l_3 \): Length of each link  
\( \alpha \): Slope gradient  
\( \theta_v \): Inclination of the body  
\( h \): Height of the body  
\( H \): Distance from laser beam to the desired slope

The desired slope is \( y_r = -(H-h) \), so the distance from the bucket-tip to the desired slope is \( (y_r - y) \), and each valve is controlled so as to reduce this distance. Using this control, it achieved accuracy \( \pm 20 \text{mm} \). It shows the example of the trajectory in Fig.4.

### 3.3 LASER SYSTEM

In excavating a long ditch with a constant slope gradient, the position error gradually accumulates by using only the automatic surface finishing system, with following reason.

1. Because the operator positions to the starting point for finishing by manual operation, the error accumulates.
2. Because the starting point of next time is connected to the end point which have completed in the last time, the position error which is caused by the control and the use of internal sensors, accumulates.

So we have developed the system which uses laser beam as a guide with a constant slope gradient and watches over the depth of an excavation every time.

Three methods, shown in Fig.5, are considerable with respect to the projective way of laser beam and position of the receiver. When laser

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser Receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measuring Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Transmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
beam projects to the horizontal (2), the depth gradually changes by the distance from the transmitter to the receiver, so it is necessary to measure a distance between the transmitter and the receiver. On the other hand, if laser beam is projected parallel with a desired slope gradient, the depth from laser beam to the desired slope is always constant, so (1) is more desirable than (2). Also, as the position of the receiver, because of the bucket-tip control, (3) is the most desirable, but we are afraid of damage of the receiver. Finally, method (1) was chosen.

With detecting the position of laser beam by the laser receiver, it is possible to detect the height $h$ between the excavator body and laser beam (see Fig.3). Because the bucket-tip position is calculated by internal sensors (angle sensors), the distance from bucket-tip to the desired slope $(y_1-y)$ is calculated when the operator input the distance $H$ from laser beam to the desired slope, on the operation display. In this system, this distance $(y_1-y)$ is displayed on the operation display in real time and the operator can confirm it, and also an alarm sound informs the distance when the bucket-tip approaches the desired surface. The specifications of laser equipment used in this system, is shown in Table 1.

3.4 PROCESS OF THE WORKS

Process of the work is shown in Fig.6.

1) Setting of the laser transmitter
   Set laser transmitter on the side of a manhole and project the beam horizontally by self leveling function. Incline the transmitter to be parallel with the desired slope gradient. Measure the distance $H$ from the desired slope to the transmitter and input it on the operation display (every 40[m] from a manhole to a manhole).

2) Excavation (manual operation)
   Excavate by manual operation until an alarm, which becomes to sound within 100[m] of the desired depth. On the operation display, the distance of the desired depth is always displayed.

3) Finishing (automatic)
   Position the bucket to the desired depth by manual operation, by looking at the depth on the operation display. After positioning, push a start button, finishing starts automatically and releasing the button makes finishing stop.

4) Placing crushed stones (manual

---

**Fig.6 Process of Works**
operation

Place crushed stones in the portion of 1 stroke.

5) Finishing crushed stones (automatic)

Finish in the same as 3), confirming the thickness of crushed stones (generally 100[mm]) with the operation display.

6) Moving excavator backward (manual operation)

After finishing about 3 or 4[m] by 2) ~ 5), move the excavator backward in 1 stroke, and repeat from 2) to 6).

4. FIELD TEST

4.1 TEST SITE

The test scenery is shown in Fig.7. It is a construction site for housing, the works of excavating ditches is a total of 8[km]. To compare the new method with the conventional method, ditches were excavated with two excavators, which were automatic excavator and standard excavator, of the same size which bucket capacity was 0.7[ m³ ]. The comparison of the new method with the conventional one is shown in Fig.8.

4.2 RESULTS OF TEST

Test results in using two methods are shown in Table 2. New system realized that the finishing accuracy was less than ± 20[mm], and it was more effective, especially in solid ground. Also, the work efficiency increased to 1.6 times of conventional method because the finishing-stakes became unnecessary and the work of finishing crushed stones was done by using the excavator. And it was possible to reduce excavation assistant members and labors of finishing crushed stones. The opinions of the operator were as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conventional Method</th>
<th>Automatic Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>± 80mm</td>
<td>± 20mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>40m/day</td>
<td>65m/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Labors</td>
<td>7persons</td>
<td>3persons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New Method

(1) Setting Laser Transmitter

(2) Excavating and Finishing

(3) Placing Crushed Stones

(4) Finishing Crushed Stones

Conventional Method

(1) Measurement

(2) Excavating and Finishing

(3) Placing Crushed Stones

(4) Finishing Crushed Stones

Fig. 8 Comparison between New Method and Conventional Method
1) Because it is possible to confirm the depth of the excavation on the display alone, the excavation assistants become unnecessary, and can excavate quickly.

2) In finishing, it is not necessary to do over again, because the real time display always indicates finishing accuracy to the operator. Thus there isn’t loss of time.

3) Finishing is one of the most nervous work in the conventional method, but now the function of automatic finishing sets us comfortable.

5. CONCLUSION

In a construction of excavating ditches for drain, new automatic excavator with a laser beam guide proved the following effects.
1) Work efficiency improves to 1.6 times. (40[m/day] → 65[m/day])
2) Substantial reduction of labors. (7persons → 3persons)
3) Improving of a finishing accuracy. (±8[cm] → ±2[cm])
4) Finishing work is possible even by unskilled operator.
5) Measurement in the previous day and setting of finishing-stakes are unnecessary. (It takes only 20 minutes per day for setting of laser transmitter.)
6) Safety improves because work members become unnecessary near the excavator.
7) Because the accuracy of finishing improved, the amount of crushed stones decreased to the half.

In addition to the works of excavating ditches for drain, this system is available for many works such as finishing the plane of wide area and the steep slope and so on, and we are intending to test them in the future.
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